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Your Home. Your Lifestyle.
Hille’s Home Extensions
is your Master Builder.

Craig Hille
Managing Director

Hille’s Home Extensions is a successful business because
we have an open, honest and friendly approach to our work.
Being a local company, we understand the importance
of keeping our customers happy. We understand the
significance of your home, and we respect that we are
working to enhance your dreams. We strive to achieve the
absolute best result for our clients on every single project.
And we guarantee our work for 10 years!
Most people can think of more than one reason to have
their home extended, remodeled or renovated. For many,
it’s that the children have outgrown the current available
space. Others would love to entertain more. Perhaps you
have been thinking of working from home and need a
home office or study. Whether it’s a family room, additional
bedroom/s, a second storey, home office, laundry,
bathroom, master bedroom with ensuite and built in
robes, parent or teenager retreat, studio, or extending and
remodelling existing kitchen and living areas, there is a lot
to be considered.
Satisfaction with local schools, being near friends and family,
familiarity with neighbours and the neighborhood, access
to community services and clubs, the lost time and large
costs associated with buying, selling and moving house, are
commonly mentioned reasons why families prefer to
extend, remodel and renovate their current home.
Our Design & Construct formula is simple.
We open the lines of communication and make sure
we understand all of your needs. Then we discuss and
compare how different design implementations might
work in your home. Our designers are experts. They
understand modern materials, current trends and styles,
fittings and appliances. Whether you have made these
decisions, or need some professional guidance and advice,
our designers are able to help.

Michael Trevean
General Manager

During the design process we listen to you. That way, we can
guarantee that the final design will deliver the functionality
you want, produce a visually exciting result, enhance flow
through your home, and ensure growth in the resale value
of your home.
As you peruse our showcase book, consider how Hille’s Home
Extensions can help you achieve your extension, remodeling
and renovation objectives to improve your lifestyle.
We are proud of our work and we invite you to join the ever
growing number of delighted Hille’s Home Extensions
customers.
Yours sincerely,

Craig Hille

Stephen Cave
Projects Manager

Managing Director
Hille’s Home Extensions

G

eoff and Gay purchased this 1920’s period home
with Heritage Overlay just over 10 years ago.
At that time, they chose to renovate the kitchen
and rearrange the bathroom within the building
envelope. Now it was time to add additional ground floor
living space, create and enhance the existing features,
and turn it into a dream home.

– leaving the original heritage front of the home
consisting three bedrooms, dining room and lounge.
At the front of the home the master bedroom, third
bedroom and dining room areas were remodelled to
form a master bedroom with large ensuite and walk
in robes, plus adjoining a smaller third bedroom and
a separate bathroom.

Having lived in the area for over 10 years they
had seen Hille’s Home Extensions active in their
neighbourhood. They knew HHE specialised in
heritage homes, so they engaged their services for
the design and construction of their new extension.

The brief included enhancing the accessibility of
natural light into the newly created rooms at the rear.
The home is North/South oriented so the challenge
in the design was to leave the courtyard on the East
side intact, and open the extension to the natural light
afforded. The kitchen, with generous, full length walk
in pantry, lies directly opposite the French doors and

The rear of the home was removed completely
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Heritage

LIGHT

Hi-Lite windows. The
morning light streams
into the kitchen from
the courtyard making
mornings a pleasure. The courtyard decking is at
floor level so when the doors are open the sense of
space is amazing!
From the kitchen you move through to the open
plan dining and living areas. The rear wall of the
home is a double glazed view through windows and
glass doors offering an abundance of natural light
to the entire living area. A period style verandah
was added at the back of the home for cover in

inclement weather, as a shady recess in summer,
and access to the rear carport.
The homeowners are delighted with the results. Geoff
says his favourite part of the renovation/
extension is the ensuite and
walk in robes in the master
bedroom. And the kitchen!
Having a walk-in pantry and
walk-in laundry has afforded
great storage and work space,
and improved the efficiency of
these utility rooms.

Before: 3 bedrooms,
lounge, dining,
kitchen, meals,
bathroom, laundry,
pantry.









After: Master
bedroom with
walk-in robes and
ensuite, 2 bedrooms,
bathroom, open
plan kitchen/ living/
dining, walk in
pantry, laundry,
verandah.
3
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Before: 2 bedrooms, living,
dining, kitchen, bathroom, laundry, garage.









After: Ground floor: 1 bedroom with walk in
robe, lounge, open plan kitchen, dining, family,
study, laundry, bathroom, garage. First floor: 2
bedrooms, study, bathroom.

Modern

M

Impact

oving into their recently renovated
(by previous owner) home 16 years ago
these homeowners were comfortable with
the quality and layout of their home. Today, with two
children moving into their teens, needing more space
became a priority.

conveniently tucked under the stairs. The second
bedroom at the rear of the home was dismantled
to create the large living area with open plan dining
and kitchen. The back wall running the length of this
room is almost entirely glass taking great advantage
of the natural light and view to the garden.

Staying in the area was important so this family
explored their options, including knocking down and
starting again. Opting for the more cost-effective
extension/ renovation choice they decided to remodel
existing rooms and add an extra storey. This also
presented the perfect opportunity to update all their
furnishings after 25 years of service, purchased when
they were first married. And now from the street, you
wouldn’t know the home is not brand new!

The fireplace in the front room was removed and large
windows added producing ambient light. Roxanne
says “I love the front room with the new windows
opening to the view of the street.”

Enlisting the services of Hille’s Home Extensions –
the project was underway. The HHE designer met
with the family to discuss their project and was taken
aback to find that he had designed the previous
extension work 20 years ago while working for
another company! Déjà vu.
On the ground floor the master bedroom was merged
with the adjacent extra large bathroom and small hall
to create walk-in robe and bathroom. The laundry is

As the backyard is well established with gardens and
pool the only choice to create more space was to go
up. The first floor was added to accommodate the
children’s requirement with two bedrooms, study and
bathroom. The study is furnished as a multipurpose
room and can be utilised when guests come to stay.
With busy lifestyles and both parents working the
homeowners like the modern feel of their new
home and find it’s much easier to maintain. The
homeowners enjoyed working with Hille’s Home
Extensions “because other designers/ architects
wanted to do what they wanted to do – not what we
wanted to live in.”
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W

hen Mark and Karla purchased this
charming Edwardian home five years ago
they knew the time would come to extend.
As is common with the lean-to structures added to
dwellings in the 1980’s the size of the added rooms
were small and their growing family demanded more
space.
Having moved from Ascot Vale they knew that Hille’s
Home Extensions was a popular choice for home
extensions. And having friends who had used HHE - and
were very happy with their work - the choice was easy.
The HHE designer visited the homeowners to flesh
out their design ideas and options. The Heritage
Overlay on the property meant several revisions
to council as the plans were refined. It turned out
the homeowners had to accept a carport instead
of a garage and lower the roofline to ensure the
streetscape was not altered too significantly.
In the original part of the home bedroom two was
commandeered to create an ensuite for the adjacent
master bedroom and a laundry, accessible from the
new section. The rear of the home was completely
removed and in its place the new open plan kitchen,
dining and living areas were constructed complete
with Hi-Lite windows. Go through the large, modern
bi-folds and onto the deck for outdoor entertaining.
On the other side of the home two bedrooms with
bathroom are tucked in behind a short hall next to
the study.
The results speak for themselves. As Karla says “At
the start we wondered whether to sell up and move
or renovate. I’m glad we decided to extend because
we ended up with what we wanted – with our style
and taste too.”
6
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EDWARDIAN

DREAM

Before: 3 bedrooms, living,
kitchen, family/ meals,
bathroom, toilet, laundry,
verandah.









After: Master bedroom with
built in robes and ensuite,
3 bedrooms, living room,
open plan kitchen/ meals/
family, study, bathroom, toilet,
laundry, deck.
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I

an and Karen purchased this small 1950’s
Post War home with the intention of extending/
renovating prior to moving in. This opportunity also
enabled them to provide adaptations, special fittings
and wheelchair access for their eldest daughter.
Hille’s Home Extensions was well regarded in local
area and armed with recommendations from friends,
and friends of friends, they invited the HHE designer
to visit and work through their ideas to finalise the
design for their extension. Knowing they wanted
a pool in the backyard – up was the only option to
create the extra space they required.
On the ground floor, two bedrooms and the kitchen
were combined to provide accommodation for the
children, with a dual access ensuite to both new
bedrooms. The living area retained in the original
part of the house provides a welcome retreat and
enterainment area.
The rear of the home was demolished and then
extended to provide a wonderful open plan kitchen,
dining and family area, with the laundry built-in
adjacent to the kitchen. A firm favourite for the family,
Ian says this room has “great flow to outside area”.

Tailor Made
The verandah with paved entertainment area extends
the length of the home and provides a superb outdoor
area adjoining the pool for the family to enjoy.
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The backyard is decked and landscaped to provide a
low maintenance result. The new garage now has
a toilet and store room and opens to the home to
provide undercover transit.
The first floor is pure parent paradise complete with
spacious master bedroom, walk-in robe, ensuite and
retreat/ home office.
Moving into their new home has meant a tailored
solution for their lifestyle.




Before: 3 bedrooms, kitchen, living, dining,
sunroom, laundry, bathroom, toilet, garage.


After: Ground floor: 2 bedrooms with ensuite,
living room, dining room, open plan kitchen/
meals/ family, laundry, verandah, garage with WC
and storeroom. First floor: Master bedroom with
ensuite and walk in robe, retreat.
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Family
Balance
T

his family, incorporating three generations,
deliberated on whether to knock down and
start again or extend to improve the living
spaces in their home. Margaret and her mother took
the decision to preserve the family home and went
about coming up with a wish list for the Hille’s Home
Extensions designer.
They were sure about one thing – they needed more
room to accommodate the living styles of each
family member. Margaret’s elderly Mother needed
walking frame access, “The ensuite made it so
comfortable for Mum. She loved her ensuite and
her view to the street.” The spacious ensuite for the
main bedroom was created in a gap enclosed at the
front of the home.
The back of the home was totally remodelled
to form a magnificent, large open living area
combining kitchen, dining and lounge areas. The
modern kitchen with breakfast bar has a walkin pantry creating extra storage space. Making
the decision to use glass sliding doors instead of
French doors meant a whole lot more light for the
room and not having to allow folding space for the
doors. The doors allow the living area to open even
further out to an adjacent deck which provides a
lovely outdoor retreat.
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Having two young children meant a functional
laundry was an imperative.
The double-sided
laundry has room for the appliances and plenty of
bench and storage space making it a very practical
and efficient room. A new bathroom with separate
toilet was added.
Bedroom four at the rear of the home had an ensuite
and walk- in wardrobe included in the design to
give Margaret her own space. An adjoining study
compliments this living quarter.
Margaret was impressed with the Hille’s Home
Extensions team. “The HHE designer listened to
what we wanted and when he came back with design
ideas it was clear he had heard what we said. He
understood what we wanted.”
Before: 4 bedrooms, lounge room, kitchen, dining,
bathroom, laundry, study, garage.









After: 4 bedrooms, two with ensuite, one with WIR,
open plan kitchen/ dining/ living, pantry, lounge,
bathroom, laundry, toilet, study, deck & pergola,
carport.
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E

xtending their 1920’s Californian Bungalow
meant extra room for this growing family, the
most common basis for extending a home.
The family intended on waiting for a few years but
thought why wait to enjoy and utilise the extra room
the extension would give – they needed the space now!
Graham and Kristina have friends who had a good
story to tell about Hille’s Home Extensions so they
approached HHE and were immediately impressed
with the design ideas proposed for their home.
In the front of the home the dining room was converted
to a bedroom to make a total of four bedrooms and
the central bathroom was removed to open up the
hallway leading through to the rear of the home. The
new bathroom with separate toilet is on the right of the
passage balanced on the left with the study nook, laundry
and extra bathroom, accessed through the kitchen.
The central hallway from the entry at the front of
the home leads us through into the spacious living
areas at the rear with French doors and windows
adorning the entire back wall. The rear of the
home was completely remodelled and extended to
accommodate the new open plan kitchen, dining and
family room. This space is delightfully light and airy
with opportunity for summer breezes through the
numerous doors and windows.

Second Chance
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Before: 3 bedrooms, living, dining, kitchen/ meals,
bathroom, laundry, study, toilet.









After: 4 bedrooms, open plan kitchen/ dining/
family, pantry, 2 bathrooms, toilet, study nook,
laundry, rumpus room, loggia under roofline.

Kristina says “The kitchen is the hub. This open
plan layout really brings our family together.”
From the new kitchen a set of French doors open
to the Loggia where the family spends much of
their time. A family favourite, this outdoor area is
open to the winter sun and sheltered from afternoon
summer sun, with blinds to drop, as required. An
outdoor setting for all seasons!
The rumpus room for the children is accessible from
the loggia and is a wonderful space for the children to
play and have sleepovers with their friends.
Graham and Kristina now have their own
HHE story to tell!
Kitchen featured
on front cover
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Character

B

ought from the original owner, this intact
1940’s Californian Bungalow with Art Deco
features provided the perfect palette for Glenn
and Amanda’s dream home. The Heritage Overlay
meant they were somewhat restricted in what they
could achieve with their extension design. Engaging
Hille’s Home Extensions meant accessing a vast
amount of experience and expertise with extending
period homes.
Meeting with HHE designer opened the exciting
possibility of adding a first floor to their home.
Having previously thought it was too expensive, Glenn
explains “HHE were able to show by reconsidering
this option we were able to keep more backyard and
increase our living areas and flexibility for less than
what we thought.”
Glenn and Amanda wanted a modern feel for the new
areas of the home but also to stay sympathetic to the
period features in the original part of the home they
loved.
On the ground floor, the second bedroom and
bathroom were reworked into a walk-in robe and
ensuite for the master bedroom. In the remaining
space the staircase to the first floor, a powder room
and laundry were constructed.
The original centrally located kitchen was removed
and the hallway restored leading through to the newly
created open plan kitchen, dining and living areas.
The resulting open living space means the family
spends more quality time together; preparing meals

14
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Galore

while doing homework and dining together. The living
area opens to the verandah with deck under the main
roofline – perfect for entertaining!
Upstairs is the “kid’s zone” – two bedrooms, bathroom
and retreat, which will later be a study room for the
children. The first floor blends perfectly with the
original home- the materials selected staying faithful
to the original.
Why HHE? Glenn says “Having an in-house designer
we felt more comfortable on discussions relating
to costs, construction and timing.” And Amanda felt
that “- they listened. Other companies we consulted
weren’t really interested in how we wanted to live.”





 efore: 3 bedrooms, living, dining, kitchen,
B
bathroom, bathroom/ laundry, porch.
 fter: Ground floor: Master bedroom with build in
A
robe and ensuite, living room, dining room, open
plan kitchen/ meals/ family, powder room, laundry,
deck. First floor: 2 bedrooms, bathroom, toilet,
retreat.
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H

aving built their home 16 year ago in the
period style, Greg and Angela wanted to stay
with the Federation/ Edwardian aesthetic for
their extension. As their family grew, they felt they
wanted more living area and space for when kids get
older. Not having a lot of land left they decided to go
up and add a first floor.
They knew Hille’s Home Extensions were in the area
and specialised in the period style of their home.
They felt confident HHE would provide the quality
extension they were after. Meeting with the HHE
designer to discuss their options, and then driving
around looking at some examples of similar HHE
projects, they were encouraged. HHE came back with
a couple of options for consideration, decisions were
made and the project was underway!
On the ground floor, bedrooms one and two were
combined to form a theatre room with bar and
adjacent store, powder room, trap door to the cellar
and staircase to new the first floor. Of the new

theatre room, Angela says “We don’t have to watch
The Wiggles anymore! With a fireplace and bar it’s a
perfect parent’s entertainment room.”
The homeowners took the opportunity to update the
existing kitchen and living areas while the works were
underway. Accessible through a wall of light-giving
bi-fold doors, a deck was added adjoining the living
area to provide a warm, outdoor space for relaxing
and entertaining.
Moving upstairs, the stairwell opens to a lovely
retreat centrally located on first floor. To the right is
the spacious, well appointed master bedroom with
ensuite and walk-in robes. The second storey also
accommodates two other bedrooms, bathroom, linen
store and laundry chute to the ground floor.
From the outside, the first floor blends perfectly with
the original home. Asked what she likes best about
her new house Angela says “I love the whole house!”

Extended

Charm

Before: 3 bedrooms, open plan kitchen/ family/ meals,
lounge, study, laundry, bathroom, garage, porch.

 

After: Ground floor: 1 bedroom, theatre room with
bar, open plan kitchen/ family/ meals, lounge, study,
power room, store, laundry, bathroom, garage, deck.
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First floor: Main
bedroom with ensuite
and walk in robe, 2
bedrooms, bathroom,
retreat, linen room.
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S

everal things needed to be considered when
Hille’s Home Extensions took on the featured
project. The double fronted Victorian home is
in an area dominated by Victorian-era design, and
it was important to be sympathetic to the existing
properties in the street. The addition to the house is
not visible from the road and the design is clean, light
and warm to further maintain the area’s trend.
The homeowner wanted to connect the existing rear
garage to the house, create a new space above the
garage and remodel the rear of the house for a more
open living area. An adjoining wall was removed
between the main bedroom and a bathroom to create
an ensuite, while back-to-back robes in another two
bedrooms were joined to create more space in the
main bedroom.
A remodelling of the home’s rear section – an
extension from many years ago – was necessary. The
kitchen was the only new ground floor space and
was used to connect the home to the rear garage
and the new upper floor studio above the garage.
Visitors now enter at the Victorian façade, walk
through the classic original rooms and end up in the
modern, open spaces of the new areas of the rear of
the home – a journey from the old to the new. Project
manager Michael Trevean and site supervisor John
Glen ensured the extension worked cleverly with the
existing space as opposed to simply adding extra
rooms to the home. Concentrating on creatively
using the space, clever storage opportunities were
applied and kitchen and bathroom cabinets were
carefully selected to create an illusion of space.

A council overlooking clause required creative use
of materials for the studio balcony. The homeowner
commissioned artist Carolyn Eskdale to create the
laser cut rusted steel visual break on the balcony,
which provides a spectacular focal point from the
deck area and inside the studio. The homeowner
installed water tanks as a component of the plunge
pool system. Ample natural lighting, extensive use
of ventilation, full insulation and double-glazing on
windows all help create a home that relies on fewer
resources for heating and cooling.
Downlights have been installed, while Scyon Axon
exterior cladding and a Tallowwood staircase have
also been incorporated into the home. The timber
fencing has a trellis for vines to grow up and
landscaping includes merbau decking, the feature
spa plunge pool, native flowers and the rustic art
deco balcony.
Courtesy of Melbourne Home Design + Living
www.homedesignandliving.com.au
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Before: 2 bedrooms, living, dining, kitchen/ meals, bathroom, laundry, garage









After: Ground floor: Master bedroom with built in robe and ensuite, 1 bedroom, living, dining,
open plan kitchen/ meals/ family, pantry, bathroom, laundry, deck. First floor: Studio
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The Hille’s Home Extensions Story

T

he story of Hille’s Home Extensions started
in the early 1960’s when a young Ray Hille
started his building career as an apprentice
Carpenter in the Essendon area. During his
apprenticeship, Ray became a skilled craftsman
and was regarded by his peers as a perfectionist.
Ray quickly learned that his clients appreciated a
complete approach to the work being undertaken
on their homes. It became apparent to Ray that
rather than simply adding a room, clients wanted
to improve the functionality, flow and appearance
of their home. With an holistic approach as a
foundation of the business, Hille’s Home Extensions
was born.
Pioneering this concept, Ray went on to change
the way extension works were undertaken in his
community. For Hille’s Home Extensions, the
underpinning philosophy of improving a home – not
simply adding a room to a house – yielded delighted
clients and a healthy business.
As the business evolved and Ray’s young family
grew, his son Craig emerged as a new source of
inspiration. Ray encouraged Craig to enter the family
business, learn the ropes and be groomed to one day
take Hille’s Home Extensions to the next generation.
Craig, then in his early 20’s, brought his own ideas
and insights to the business and worked alongside
his father for around 8 years.
As sons often do, Craig felt he wanted to make his
own mark. In 1997, Craig set up his own business.
Craig, then in his early 20’s, brought his own
ideas and insights to the business and worked
alongside his father for around 8 years.
Concept Home Extensions was a resounding success
and established Craig not only a good builder; it
confirmed that he could also build a business. Four
years later, Ray was satisfied that Craig had proved
himself ready to take the Hille’s Home Extensions
name and business as his own.
With fresh eyes, energy, inspiration, and ideas of a new
generation, Craig has taken Hille’s Home Extensions
to a new level. At ease with technology, abreast of the
latest building methods and materials, insistent of the
levels of service, transparency and communication
required in today’s business world, Craig Hille and the
team at Hille’s Home Extensions look forward to adding
you to their already extensive list of satisfied customers.
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Offering a complete design
& construction service in
Melbourne’s North West
for over 45 years.

Talk to us first.

1300 HILLES
www.hhe.com.au
Hille’s Home Extensions
11 – 13 Glass Street
Essendon VIC 3040
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